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sl. INTRODUCTION 
WE INTRODUCE the the following notation. If Xnf2 is a differentiable manifold and 
Y’ YnP = X”,, 
dinbte ‘by y Y,,‘, . . . , 
are closed, connected, disjoined differentiable submanifolds we shall 
y Ynp the p loops of X,,, - ui Yni obtained in the following way. We 
consider p disjoint, differentiabiy embedded 2-discs D1 i c X, + 2 , such that: 
(a) D,‘n Y,j=Oifi#j. 
(b) D,’ n Yni = the centre of D,‘, and the intersection is transversal. 
We define y Y,’ as being aDzi, with some orientation. 
[vY,‘] will denote the conjugacy class of y Y,’ in nr(X,,+, - ui Yni). 
The problem we wish to investigate is the following. 
Suppose that x~X,+~ = 0, each Y,,i is diffeomorphic to S,, and z,(X,,+~ - u Yni) = 
F, = the free group with p generators. Does there exist a system of generators of 
rri(X”,Z - u Y”i) : x,, . . . , xp, 
such that xi E [JJ Yni] ? 
It turns out that the answer is “yes ” when n + 2 = 3 and generally speaking “ no ” 
otherwise (but, unfortunately, in view of [2] it is the higher-dimensional case which is really 
relevant for 3-manifolds . .). More exactly we shall prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let X3 be a simply connected closed 3-manifold and S,‘, . , S,P c X, p 
disjoint differentiable embeddings of S,. 
I~Tc~(X, -vS,‘)=F,,rhereexistsasystemofgerlerators:x,,...,x,forn,(X, --us,‘) 
such that xi & [r&i-J. 
THEOREM 2. If n + 2 25 and p 22, there exists a system of p disjoint d$erentiable 
em beddings of S, : S’“‘, . . . , Snp c S, + z such that : 
(a) nl(&+2 - ui Sni) =F,. 
(b) There is no system of generators x1, ., x, of n,(S,,+, -Ui Sni) such that 
xi E [$&i-J. 
t This paper was completed while the author was visiting the University of Liverpool. 
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THEOREM 3. For ezery p 2 2 there exists a simply connected closed 4mamfold V, = VJp, 
and disjoint embeddings SzL, . . . .Slp c V, such that: 
(a) zl(V, -ui S,‘) =F,. 
(b) There is no system of generators, s,, . . ., xp of 7rcl(V4 -lJi Sli) such that: xi E [ySzi]. 
I wish to thank David Chilling\vorth for very helpful conversations. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Theorem 1 is trivial ifp = 1. We shall proceed by induction. We assume the theorem to 
be true for all p’ <p, where p 2 2. We remark that x1(X3 - up= I S, ‘) has infinitely many 
ends, hence, by Specker’s theorem [4], x2(X, - US, i, #O. From the sphere theorem of 
Papakyriakopoulos ([ 1 J, [SJ) we can deduce now that there exist two closed simply con- 
nected manifolds Y I 31, X,2, and disjoint embeddings: 
S,‘, . . .) S,O c x,‘; S,‘, . . . , S,b c x3*, 
where a f b = p, a > 0 and b > 0, such that there is a diffeomorphism: 
(1) (X,; s,‘, . . . , SIP) =(Xi; S,‘, . . . Sl”) #(X,2; S,‘, . . .) Sib) 
(where # denotes the connected sum). Clearly 
7-c,(X:-osi)=F,, and .,(X:-eS\)=F,. 
By induction {CrS,‘], . . . } contains a system of generators of n,(X,’ - us,‘) and 
KYVI, . . . } contains a system of generators of n,(X,* - US,‘). Since 
%(X3 - 9%) = x,(X: - U 3;) *x1(X: - U Sl;), 
the diffeomorphism (1) tells us that {PiS, ‘}, . . .> contains a system of generators for 
x*(X3 - u: s, ). 
$3. AN ALGEBRAIC LEMMA 
LEMMA. Let Fp be the free group with generators x1, . . . , xp. If p 2 2 there exists a 
system of words mi = m,(x) i = 1, . . . , p (formed with the letters xi*‘), such that 
(1) The group with generators x,, . . , xp and relations m, = 1, . . . , m, = 1 is trivial (i.e. 
has only one element). 
(2) 0-z,, *-*, zp E Fp is any system qf elements of Fp; 
ZlmlZl 
-1 
, . . . . zpmpzp -1 
is never a system of generators for Fp . 
Proof (by Stewart Stonehewer, via Trevor Hawkes and David Chillingworth). Take 
m, = x,, mi = xi.~lxi-lxl-lxi (for2Iisp). 
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Clearly the relations 
kill F,. 
Let US also consider the group G, with generators a,, . . . , ap and relations: 
11, z 3 =a. =...=ap 3 = 1, aiaj = ajai ( if i, j 2 2), a,a, = ai2al (if i 2 2). 
This group is clearly nontrivial. (One can describe G, in the following way. One considers 
G’ = Z,i3Z + . . . + Z/32 (direct sum), 
(p - 1) times 
where each factor is generated by an a,(2 _< i I p). G, is the extension of G’ by the inverting 
involution ai.) 
Let $J : Fp -+ G, be the homomorphism induced by $(xJ = ai. One checks that, if 
i> 2: 
cj(m,) = ~(.Y~x,x~-~x,-~x~) = aia,ai-‘a,-‘ai = (~.~-~a~aJa~-~u~-~a~ = 1. 
Hence, if z;m,z,-’ generates Fp, then ~(z,)u~~#J(z,)-’ generates G,. Since by the description 
given above G, # Zj2Z this is impossible, and our lemma is proved. 
44. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We shall use the following notation for adding handles. If Z, is a differentiable manifold 
of boundary aZ,, and 41 : S, x D,_, -+ JZ, a differentiable embedding, we denote by 
Z, + (q5J the manifold obtained by adding a handle of index 1. to Z,, along (PA. We shall 
consider the manifold: 
b,+,=p#(S,,+, x D,)=(S,!+L x D:)#...#(S;+l xD;). 
The “standard” handle-decomposition 
S n+1 = Dn+l + ($n+,> 
induces a “ canonical ” handle-decomposition : 
(1) 
A n+3 - Dnc3 + (A!+ I> + . . . + (@Z+ 1). (2) 
We consider now 
B -A n+3 - n+3 # (s: x D,!+z) # . . . # (s: x D;+z) 
for which we have a “canonical” handle decomposition: 
B n+3 = A+3 + (+I11 + em- + (tilP). 
Let qi E A’:+ 1, and rj E aDi, z, be arbitrary points. We consider the conjugacy classes of 
qi x dD,‘, s,’ x rj c dB,+, in n,(aB”+,) = Fzp: 
cqi x aDzi], cs,j x rj-j. 
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We can choose elements of JT~(ZB,,+J: 
yI E [qi x dDz ] and xi E [S,' x rj] 
suchthat(x ,,..., xP,y, ,... y,) is a basis for ~i(?&+~). Let mi(x) E r~i(dB,,+~) be the words 
from the algebraic lemma. We shall consider p handles of index 2 : xzi : S, x D, -+ dB,+ 3 
such that: 
We consider 
IIT.2 CsI x p)l + Y -‘mi(x) (where P E JD,). 
C n+3 - Bn+, +(xzl) + .'* +(x2"). 
Clearly rti(K,+,) can be described as the group with generators xi, . . . , xP, yi, , . . y,, and 
relations yi = m(x,). But this is the same thing as the free group Fp, with generators xi, . . . 
xp . Moreover, in X,, 3 , the conjugacy class of qi x aDzi denoted by [qi x aDzi], contains 
m(x,). Hence, by the algebraic lemma there does not exist any system of generators pi, . . . zp 
of ni(X,+,) such that 
zi E [qi x aDzi]. 
Without any loss of generality one can assume that the handles {$i i, x2”} are disjoint from 
the 6,‘+ 1, . . . , 4x+ 1 (i.e. directly attached to D,,,, [see the decomposition (2)]. 
Hence we can write: 
C n+3 - Dn+s + ($0 + . *. + (xi) + . . . + Cd+ 1) + *. . + (dc+ 1). (3) 
We shall denote Dn+3 + (tjl’) + -..(xz’) + ---(xIp) by En+3. 
I claim that E,, 3 is contractible and n,(dE,+,) = 0. We start by remarking that 
n + 2 2 4 implies the following: 
(1) The passage from a(D,+, + (till) + ... + (11/1p>> to J(D,+, + ($ii) + *..(xz’) 
+ .+ . + (xzp)), which happens through “ Morse surgery ” of index 2 (which means replacing 
embeddings of S, x DntZ by embeddings of D2 x A’,,,, (with same boundary) induces a 
natural surjectiue homomorphism: 
II: n,@D,+, t-($1'>+ ~~~))-~,(W,+, +($I? + ... + (xz') + . ..)). 
(2) We have a commutative diagram, where the horizontal arrows are bijective: 
J-MD,+‘; + <JiG> + . . . > + n,(Dn+, + ($:I + . . .> 
$ I I B 
7h(W,+3 +c+:>+ . ..+(X.)-l- . ..)- ~,(D,+, +(ba + .a. ted)+ .*.> 
Y 
~1, /?, y come from the natural inclusions. 
Second, we observe that the handles xZi kill 
r@,+, + ($1’) + *.*($ip)) = n,@(D,+3 + ($,I) + a*. + (ICI&)). 
Hence n,(E,+,) = 0, and since the only handles which E,,, possesses are 
($ii),ti2j) :H,(-K+,) = ff3(-%+3) = . . . = 0. 
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This proves that En+3 is contractible and the isomorphism y shows that a&+, is simply 
connected. 
Since n + 2 2 5, the h-cobordism theorem [3] tells us that Ent3 = Dni3 (differo- 
morphism). 
Hence ZEn+3 = S,,,, . We consider now the handle decomposition (3), in particular the 
embeddings: 
+,,+ 1 : S, x D, -+ dE,,, = &+I. 
Let Sni c S,,, be Sni = al+ i(S, x centre of D2) (i = 1, . . . p). I claim that the system: 
(S”i.2 > S”‘, . . . S,“) verifies the statement of Theorem 1. 
Homotopically speaking, Snez - US,’ is the same thing as S,,, - ~$5; ,(S, x int DJ. 
On the other hand, the natural inclusion 
s ,,+? - lJ $h+,(s,, x intW = aCn+3 
induces an insomorphism of fundamental groups, since: 
SC”,, = (S”,, - u&+ i(S, x int D2)) 
+ (p handles of index )I + 1) + 
+ (p handles on index n + 2). 
The isomorphism of fundamental groups carries [yS,‘] into [qi x dD,‘], and since 
([qi x dD,‘]} does not contain any system of generators for n,(K,,+,), our theorem is 
proved. 
$5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The same as above, (taking n + 2 = 4) with V, = dE,. But we cannot apply the 
h-cobordism theorem any longer. We leave the details to the reader. 
SM. A FINAL REMARK 
The following geometrical argument could be useful: one sets n + 3 2 5 and remarks 
that: 
(1) n,(C,+,) = 0. 
(2) If T’ is a thin, compact tabular neighbourhood of SL,, in C,,, , then: 
C “i3 - u int T’= K,,, x I + (handles of index 2 II i 1) - .Y 
i.e. handles of index 23. 
(3) If Ti=S;+l x Dzi, we consider the Morse surgeries which replace T i by DiA2 x S, i 
in C,,,. This gives a new manifold Im+3 of boundary ZC,,, = Br,+3, and the inclusion 
map ST,+, -r,+a induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. 
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Let X”,, be the closed manifold obtained by pasting rni3 and C,,, together along 
i.r,+3 = ac,,, . Then S,l_ i, . . . .Sg_ I c X,,, is another counterexample for our problem 
stated in the introduction. 
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